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	The Rough Guide to Turkey, 9781848364844 (1848364849), Rough Guides, 2010

	"The Rough Guide to Turkey" is your essential travel guide to this vast and fascinating country. Fully revised and updated, the guide provides unparalleled coverage of everything from Istanbul's nightlife to the cave churches of Cappadocia, with accurate maps, a handy language section and beautiful colour photography throughout. You'll find informed practical advice on what to see and do, from bartering at a bazaar to hiking the Lycian Way, plus honest reviews of the best hotels, bars, clubs, shops and restaurants for all budgets. Expert accounts on hamams, shopping and food and drink give you the day-to-day essentials, whilst a comprehensive history section puts everything into context. "The Rough Guide to Turkey"'s richly illustrated introduction to the country's highlights is complimented by full-colour sections describing outdoor activities, Turkish cuisine and the country's most incredible architectural heritage. Make the most of your time with "The Rough Guide to Turkey".
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Mobile Agents: Basic Concepts, Mobility Models, and the Tracy ToolkitMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"I think this book will be the first standard introductory book on mobile agents." José M. Vidal, University of South Carolina
Mobile agents are software nomads that act as your personal representative, working autonomously through networks. They are able to visit network nodes directly using available computing power and are...

		

The Network Security Test Lab: A Step-by-Step GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	The ultimate hands-on guide to IT security and proactivedefense


	The Network Security Test Lab is a hands-on, step-by-stepguide to ultimate IT security implementation. Covering the fullcomplement of malware, viruses, and other attack technologies, thisessential guide walks you through the security assessment...


		

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Statistics, 2nd EditionAlpha, 2007

	Statistics, statistics everywhere, but not a single word can we understand! Actually,

	understanding statistics is a critically important skill that we all need to have in this

	day and age. Every day, we are inundated with data about politics, sports, business,

	the stock market, health issues, financial matters, and many other topics....




	

Data Mining the Web: Uncovering Patterns in Web Content, Structure, and UsageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Learn How To Convert Web Data Into Web Knowledge
   This text demonstrates how to extract knowledge by finding meaningful connections among data spread throughout the Web. Readers learn methods and algorithms from the fields of information retrieval, machine learning, and data mining which, when combined, provide a solid...


		

iPhone in Action: Introduction to Web and SDK DevelopmentManning Publications, 2008
We’ve both been Apple fans for most of our lives. Shannon fondly recalls early games played on the Apple II and that first Macintosh, which really turned his school newspaper around. Christopher turned his own fandom into a real business with his first entrepreneurial venture, Dreams of the Phoenix, a Mac software company. 

Thus,...

		

Home Theater For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
A low-tech way to understand a high-tech system!

Create the home entertainment center that fits your home and your tastes    

Gadget fans, a home theater setup is the stuff your dreams are made of. This book keeps the dream from becoming a nightmare! Here's how to select, set up, and optimize a system, translate the salesperson's...
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